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Abstract
The purpose of this experiment was to examine mechanisms underlying the auditory
feedback system using Vietnamese and English talkers in response to feedback perturbations.
F1 discrimination thresholds, vowel goodness ratings, and vowel category bounds for
English /ɪ/ were determined. Vowel spaces were collected for both languages and auditory
feedback of F1 was manipulated for English and Vietnamese vowels. Speech compensation
during perturbed auditory feedback occurred in English and Vietnamese vowels suggesting
that the underlying mechanisms are universal. However, there were differences in speech
compensation for some vowel conditions, which may have occurred due to vowel location in
each language group’s vowel space. Speech compensation may also be influenced by the
perceptual boundaries of internal vowel categories where significant compensation may
occur when feedback is non-prototypical to the target vowel category. Overall, these results
suggest that the feedback system is sensitive to formant frequency changes that may have
underlying phonological mediations.

Index Terms: auditory feedback, language acquisition, speech production, speech
perception, vowel formants, Vietnamese, Canadian-English
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Chapter 1
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Introduction

Auditory feedback, hearing one’s voice, may play a role in the detection of speech errors
and regulation of speech production (Borden, Harris, & Raphael, 1994). If this system is
perturbed, speakers will make changes in their speech to correct for the perturbation.
Manipulations of the auditory feedback system have been investigated with voice pitch
(Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998; Jones & Munhall, 2000), loudness (Bauer,
Mittal, Larson, & Hain, 2006; Lane & Tranel, 1971), and spectral characteristics of
sounds (Garber, Seigel, & Pick, 1981). Speech compensations have also been measured
with formant manipulated auditory feedback, where studies have perturbed the first
formant (F1) and second formant (F2) (MacDonald, Goldberg, & Munhall, 2010;
Munhall, MacDonald, Byrn, & Johnsrude, 2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006ab; Villacorta,
Perkell, & Guenther, 2007). This research has mainly used native English talkers, except
for one study where they used Japanese and Korean talkers with English as a second
language (ESL; Mitsuya, MacDonald, Purcell, & Munhall, 2010, 2011). A novel study
has been conducted comparing English monolingual talkers with Vietnamese bilingual
speakers with ESL using formant manipulations to determine the phonological influence
on speech compensations. In the following introduction, a review of Canadian and
Vietnamese vowels is provided, followed by a summary of language acquisition theories,
auditory feedback, and speech perception research.

1.1 Introduction to Canadian-English vowels
There are ten vowels in the Canadian-English language: /i, e, ɪ, ε, æ, ɑ, ʌ, ʊ, o, u/
(Hagiwara, 2006). The Canadian-English vowel space can be seen in Figure 1.In contrast
to other English dialects, the vowels /a/ and /ɔ/ have merged together in CanadianEnglish, which is called the Canadian Shift (Clarke, Elms, & Youssef, 1995). However,
this Canadian Shift does not occur in all regions within Canada. The Canadian Shift has
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Figure 1: Canadian-English vowel space.
The vertical axis is F1 (Hz) and the horizontal axis is F2 (Hz). The plot was adapted from
http://www.ic.arizona.edu/~lsp/Canadian/canphon2.html (Mendoz-Denton, Hendricks, &
Kennedy, 2001).
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been found to occur in Ontario (Clarke et al., 1995) and Winnipeg (Hagiwara, 2006).
However, with Montreal-English there seems to be a shift in vowels that is different than
the Canadian Shift (Boberg, 2005). As well, a combination of the Canadian and Montreal
Shift occurs in St. John’s-English (Hollett, 2006). Therefore, across Canada there are
regional dialects that may differ slightly in their vowel spaces. Due to the variability in
Canadian-English, individuals who learned English in the Maritimes and Quebec were
excluded from the study.

1.2 Introduction to Vietnamese vowels
Vietnamese is an Austro-Asiatic language that is monosyllabic and tonal, with three
dialects: Northern (Hanoi), Central (Hue), and Southern (Saigon) (Edmondson, 2009;
Liem, 1970; Santry, 1997). There are six tones that are noted by diacritics placed above
or under the vowel: level, falling, creaky, dipping-rising, rising, and constricted (Tang &
Barlow, 2006). However, in the southern dialect there are only five tones where the
creaky tone has merged with the dipping-rising tone (Tang & Barlow, 2006). There are
11 single vowel phonemes (also known as monopthongs or singletons): /i, e, ε, ɐ, a, ʌ, ɤ,
ɔ, ɯ, o, u/ (see Figure 2; Chen, Li, Shen, & Fu, 2001; Liem, 1970; Santry, 1997; Tang &
Barlow, 2006). Vietnamese dialects differ mostly on consonant sounds rather than vowel
production (Tang & Barlow, 2006). Since the current study uses Vietnamese vowels
only, Vietnamese talkers of different dialects are analyzed as one group. There is greater
density in the mid-low, front-central Vietnamese vowel space area (Figure 2) than in the
same area of the Canadian-English vowel space (Figure 1).

1.3 Acquisitions and interactions between first (L1) and
second (L2) language
There are many differences between monolingual native (L1) speakers and those who
speak the L1 as their second language (L2). Usually this difference is detectable through
an accent spoken by the L2 speaker and an error in the perception of the L2 words,
vowels, and consonant sounds. However, some L2 speakers resemble L1 speakers while
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others are very different. These differences between the L2 speakers are dependent on
various factors, such as the age when they acquired the L2, the amount of L1 and L2
usage, and interactions between the L1 and the L2.

1.3.1

Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH): The effects of age

There is consensus in the literature that individuals who learn the L2 during childhood
(early learners/bilinguals/speakers) are more similar to native speakers of L2 than
individuals who learn the L2 during late adolescence or adulthood (late
learners/bilinguals/speakers). A study by Flege, Yeni-Komshian, and Liu (1999b) has
found that early learners have similar sensitivity to grammatical properties as native
speakers. As well, early bilinguals are able to online process L2 sentences like native
speakers (Guillelmon & Grosjean, 2001; Liu, Bates, & Li, 1992; McDonald, 2000). In
addition, early bilinguals have mild or no accents in the L2 when compared with late
bilinguals (Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995a; Flege et al., 1999b). Furthermore, early
speakers are able to perceive and produce the L2 consonants and vowels like native
speakers (Flege, 1991, 1992; Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 1999a; Flege, Munro, &
MacKay, 1995b; MacKay, Flege, Piske, & Schirru, 2001a; MacKay, Meador, & Flege,
2001b; Munro, Flege, & MacKay, 1996; Piske, Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 2002).
Finally, Meador, Flege, and MacKay (2000) showed that early learners are able to more
accurately recognize L2 words in noise than late learners. Overall, to resemble the native
speakers of a specific language, the individual should learn the language at a young age.
Through these observations, it has been proposed that L2 acquisition is constrained by a
critical period (Johnson & Newport, 1989; Lenneberg, 1967; McLaughin, 1977;
Patkowski, 1990). The Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH; Lenneberg, 1967) suggests that
the capacity to learn another language after the critical period declines and learning
becomes difficult. This critical period has been suggested to be around the age when the
individual reaches puberty (Lenneberg, 1967), at 12 years of age (yr; Scovel, 1988), 15 yr
(Patkowski, 1980, 1990), at 6 yr to be accent-free in the L2 (Long, 1990), or between the
ages of 6-7 or 16-17 (DeKeyser, 2000). Furthermore, both Seliger (1978) and Walsh and
Diller (1981) suggested that there are critical periods corresponding to each aspect of
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language learning that are closed off at different times, and the ability to have a native
accent in the foreign language is lost first around puberty. Due to the age variances for
the critical period, it is also known as the sensitive period (Long, 1990; Oyama, 1976).
There are developmental effects or maturational constraints that occur after the sensitive
period that causes a decline in language acquisition. After the sensitive period, the
mechanisms that are used for successful language acquisition become inaccessible for use
or work less effectively (Flege, 2002). For instance, Scovel (1988) suggested that after 12
years, neurological maturation in the central nervous system causes a decrease in brain
plasticity from a reduction in myelination, in which circuits that are used are reinforced
and circuits that are not used would weaken; as a result difficulty in learning ensues. In
contrast, Bever (1981) suggested that before the critical period, psychogrammar, a
mechanism that is used to simultaneously learn the production and perception of a
language, is available. After the critical period, psychogrammar decays, marking the end
for speech learning. When an individual is learning a language after the critical period,
production and perception develop independently. As a result, synchronicity issues arise
between language production and perception, such that an individual learn to discriminate
sounds but cannot produce them (Bever, 1981). Therefore, the reduction in brain
plasticity and the decay of psychogrammar after puberty cause L2 learning to become
difficult.
The CPH should be held with caution because various studies have suggested that late
learners are able to learn the L2 like L2 native speakers and early learners may not be as
proficient in the L2 as L2 native speakers (Birdsong, 1992; Bongaerts, van Summeren,
Planken, & Schils, 1997; White & Genesee, 1996). A study by Neufeld (1979) was able
to show that adult L2 learners were able to access the mechanisms involved for language
acquisition that are supposedly inaccessible after puberty. In his study, he trained 20
English-speaking students to imitate ten short phrases in Chinese and Japanese with an 18
hour program. Native speakers of each language found that one subject had a native
accent in both languages, and two subjects had native accents for Japanese only.
Therefore, the perceptual and motor mechanisms involved in speech production are
accessible after puberty (Bongaerts et al., 1997). Furthermore, Scovel (1988) suggested
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that there are “superexceptional” learners who are late bilinguals that resemble L2 native
speakers. According to him, about one in 1000 late L2 learners are not bound by the
critical period constraints. For instance, Schneiderman and Desmarais (1988) had two
native English speakers who had acquired French during adulthood, yet were judged to
come from French-speaking communities by four native Francophones. As well, one of
the English speakers had also acquired Spanish and was judged to sound like a native
Spanish speaker. Similar results were found by Ioup (1995), Ioup, Boustagui, El Tigi, and
Moselle (1994), and Novoa, Fein, and Obler (1988). Therefore, the CPH provides strong
predictive value in determining the success of an individual learning a foreign language,
but it is not always valid and reliable.

1.3.2

The amount of first (L1) and second (L2) language usage

A bilingual’s L1 might be their native language; however, it might not be their dominant
language. A dominant language is the language that is used the most by the speaker. The
L2 would become a person’s dominant language if the majority of their everyday
activities involve the L2; as a result, the L2 would be used more often and be developed
to a greater extent than the L1 (Grosjean, 1982). Therefore, a person’s abilities in their L1
and L2 are affected by the contexts in which the L1 or L2 are used.
The amount of L1 and L2 exposure and practice are inversely correlated with, and
dependent on, age of arrival (AOA) in the L2 country. A study conducted by Flege et al.
(1995a) looked at 240 Italian immigrants to Canada, with AOA from 2-22 years of age
and living in Ottawa for about 32 years. The authors found that the Italians who came to
Canada during early childhood used English about four times more often than Italian. In
comparison, those who came during their young adulthood reported using English and
Italian nearly equally. Similarly, Flege et al. (1999b) examined 240 Korean immigrants to
the United States and reported the ratio of English to Korean usage. They found that the
immigrants who arrived to the United States between 2 and 12 years of age had English
dominance; however, those who arrived between 13 to 23 years of age used both English
and Korean equally. A re-analysis of the data collected by Yeni-Komshian, Flege, and
Liu (2000) was performed by Flege (2002). In the Yeni-Komshian et al. (2000) study,
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Korean-English bilingual participants reported their proficiency in Korean and English,
in terms of their pronunciations and memory of word pronunciation, grammar knowledge
in both languages, and abilities to write and read. Flege (2002) found that immigrants
who came before 8 yr (early bilinguals) were English dominant. In contrast, immigrants
who came after 16 yr (late bilinguals) were Korean dominant. The general consensus is
that early bilinguals will be dominant in their L2 because of their daily surroundings of
high L2 use. These authors suggest that late bilinguals will be dominant in their L1
because of limited possibilities for using L2. The L2 learning would then be adversely
affected for the late bilinguals as they continue to use their L1 as their dominant
language.

1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Interactions between first (L1) and second (L2) language
Cross-language interference

Differences between native and non-native speakers in L2 performance were thought to
be from cross-language “interference” (Flege, 2002). Interference is defined as the effect
of previous learning on subsequent learning (Flege, 2002). According to Grosjean (1982),
language interference can also include the effect of subsequent learning on previous
learning. Therefore, there is bi-directional interference in which the dominant language
will affect the non-dominant language.
This interference appears in language dominance for early and late bilinguals. Grosjean
(1982, 1989, 1997; Grosjean & Soares, 1986) suggested that for early bilinguals, there
would be a greater influence of the L2 on the L1 because the L2 is dominant. Whereas,
for late bilinguals, there would be a greater influence of the L1 on the L2 because the L1
is dominant. He also stated that neither the L1 nor the L2 could be fully suppressed or
deactivated. As a result, bilinguals would always be different from monolinguals.
Evidence for interference effects have been shown through detection of foreign accents.
The study by Yeni-Komshian et al. (2000) studied 240 Korean immigrants arriving in the
United States at various AOA. The participants repeated English and Korean sentences,
and native English and Korean speakers were asked to rate the foreign accents of the
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participants. As controls, monolingual Korean and English speakers repeated sentences in
their own respective language. The English sentences spoken by the bilinguals had lower
ratings, indicating stronger foreign accents, than English monolinguals. Foreign accents
were also heard in the bilinguals for spoken Korean sentences in comparison to Korean
monolinguals. Because all the bilinguals were shown to have foreign accents, these
results support Grosjean’s theories of bilinguals being unable to completely deactivate
one language. Furthermore, the relationship between having foreign accents and AOA
was negatively correlated: early bilinguals would have stronger English accents in spoken
Korean; whereas, late bilinguals would have stronger Korean accents in spoken English.
Overall, foreign accents are detected in both languages for bilinguals, indicating
interference.

1.3.3.2

Speech Learning Model (SLM)

The Speech Learning Model (SLM) was proposed by Flege (1995) to provide an
explanation for changes in language acquisition and learning across the speaker’s lifespan
(Sebastian-Galles & Bosh, 2005). SLM maintains that the mechanisms and processes
involved during language acquisition in childhood remain intact and accessible during
adulthood for L2 learning. The inabilities of the late bilinguals to learn as well as early
bilinguals are due to other factors, such as the learning environment and the regularity of
interacting with L2 native speakers. The differences that arise from L2 learners and L2
native speakers occur because L2 learners continue to use their L1, causing L1 to
influence L2. L1 and L2 can influence each other because there is a “common
phonological space” (CPS, also called the L1-L2 phonetic space). In the CPS, all the
phonic elements (vowels and consonants) of both languages are present and interacting
with each other. Two types of interactions can occur with L2 learning: phonetic category
assimilation (PCA) or phonetic category dissimilation (PCD). The type of interactions
that occur between the L1 and the L2 are dependent on the similarities or differences of
the specific L2 phonic element to the closest L1 phonic element.
When learning a native language, an individual will create a phonological space that
contains only L1 phonic elements. Each L1 phonic element will have its variants;
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however, all the variants of the specific L1 phonic element will be judged to be the same
element, creating a category for the specific sound. This L1 phonetic space develops
during childhood and through adolescence as the individual is mastering their native
language. When L2 learning occurs, the L2 phonic elements would be added into the L1
phonetic space creating the CPS. Each instance of an L2 phonic element will be
compared to the closest L1 phonetic category and PCA or PCD will occur.

1.3.3.2.1

Phonetic category dissimilation (PCD)

PCD will occur when the perceived phonetic distance between the L2 phonic sound and
the closest L1 phonetic category is large. When this distance is large, the L2 learner will
create a new category in the L1-L2 phonetic space for the specific L2 sound. As new
categories are formed in the L1-L2 phonetic space, the space becomes fuller. To maintain
contrast between neighbouring categories, the categories may deflect away from each
other (Bohn & Flege, 1992). The distance between the established L2 category and the
nearest L1 category would increase to maintain its uniqueness. As a result, the phonetic
categories of bilinguals would not be the same as the phonetic categories of L1 or L2
monolinguals, implying that bilinguals will always have a foreign accent in the L1 and
L2 in comparison to their monolingual counterparts.
PCD has been shown to occur in studies with bilingual children and adults. Flege and
Eefting (1987) examined Spanish children and adults in Puerto Rico, where English was
taught in a bilingual school (Spanish-English bilinguals). All the participants were
considered to be early bilinguals because English was learned first during childhood. The
controls in the experiments were monolingual Spanish and English speakers who were
age-matched to the bilinguals. Participants were asked to read Spanish and English
words. The researchers measured the voice onset time (VOT) of /p, t, k/ in English and
Spanish because these tokens have long-lag VOT in English and short-lag VOT in
Spanish. Among the monolinguals, there were differences in VOT between the adults and
children within each language. This supports the SLM’s hypothesis that the categories in
the phonological space mature slowly over time. Results from the Spanish-English
bilinguals showed that the bilinguals produced longer VOT for /p, t, k/ in English than
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their age-matched English monolinguals; in contrast, the bilinguals produced shorter
VOT for /p, t, k/ than their age-matched Spanish monolinguals. These results lend
support to the PCD because the bilinguals showed an exaggeration of the monolinguals’
VOT for /p, t, k/. This indicated that new categories were formed for /p, t, k/ in the
phonetic space when English was learned. To make the Spanish and English categories
distinct, the categories deflected away from each other causing VOTs to be longer than
English monolinguals and shorter than Spanish monolinguals. Other studies such as
Flege, Schirru, and MacKay (2003) and Mack (1990) have also demonstrated PCD to
occur during L2 acquisition.

1.3.3.2.2

Phonetic category assimilation (PCA)

PCA will occur when the perceived phonetic distance between the L2 phonic element and
the closest L1 phonetic category is small. When this distance is small, the individual will
always judge the L2 phonetic sound to be instances of an established L1 phonetic
category. This process is called equivalence classification: the specific L2 phonetic sound
is said to be “equated” to the established L1 phonetic sound and the L2 phonetic sound is
assimilated into the specified L1 phonetic category. Therefore, new category formation
has been prevented or blocked, and as a result, the speaker will use the corresponding L1
phonetic element to produce and perceive the specific L2 phonetic sound.
PCA has been shown to occur in studies observing the perception and production of stop
consonants. Flege (1987) examined two groups of bilinguals: 1) American women who
were residents of Paris for 12 years and learned French during adulthood (English-French
bilinguals) 2) French or Belgian women who were residents of Chicago for 12 years and
learned English during adulthood (French-English bilinguals). The control groups were
English and French monolinguals. The participants were asked to read French and
English sentences, and the VOT for /t/ tokens were determined. English /t/ tokens were
spoken with a long-lag VOT; in contrast, French /t/ tokens were spoken with a short-lag
VOT by their respective monolinguals. Results showed that both groups of bilinguals had
differences in VOT for /t/ when they spoke in English or French, indicating their tacit
knowledge that there is a difference between the languages. However, these differences
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were not as large as the VOT by the monolinguals. Furthermore, English-French
bilinguals produced the French /t/ tokens with longer VOTs than French monolinguals,
indicating an influence of the English /t/; whereas, the French-English bilinguals
produced the English /t/ tokens with shorter VOTs than English monolinguals, showing
an influence of the French /t/. These results provided evidence for PCA because it
showed that category formation for the L2 /t/ was blocked, and instead the L1 and L2
categories for /t/ were merged. As a result of this merged category, differences between
the VOT for /t/ occurred between the monolinguals and bilinguals.
PCA and PCD occurred in late and early Italian-English bilinguals in the study by
MacKay et al. (2001a). These results suggested that PCA occurs throughout a person’s
lifespan. The PCA mechanism is more influential than PCD because as the L1 phonetic
space develops and matures during childhood and adolescence, the L1 phonetic
categories become stronger attractors for the new L2 phonic elements. A study by Flege
et al. (2003) was able to demonstrate the likelihood of PCA or PCD to occur across a
lifespan. In their study, Italian immigrants with varying AOA to Canada (early or late
Italian-English bilinguals) participated. These participants were asked to produce
instances of /e/ in Italian or English, where the English /eI/ is produced with more tongue
movements than the Italian /e/. The early bilinguals produced the English /eI/ with more
exaggerated tongue movements than English monolinguals, indicating that PCD had
occurred. PCD occurred because a new category was formed for the English /eI/. As a
result, to differentiate between the Italian /e/ and English /eI/, the categories deflected,
exaggerating the tongue movements for the English /eI/. In contrast, late bilinguals
produced the English /eI/ with less tongue movements than English monolinguals,
indicating that PCA had occurred. PCA occurred in the late bilinguals because the
production of the English /eI/ was more similar to the Italian /e/. Therefore, there is
greater likelihood for new L2 phonic elements to assimilate into an established L1
category as the L1 phonetic space develops and matures.
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1.4

Auditory feedback

The detection of speech errors and regulation of speech production may be monitored by
auditory feedback, the hearing of one’s voice. If the auditory feedback is perturbed, the
speaker will make changes in their speech to correct for the perturbation. For instance, if
the heard sound is amplified, speakers decrease their vocal intensity, whereas if the sound
is attenuated, speakers increase their vocal intensity (Borden et al., 1994). As well, if the
sound is filtered, speakers make speech adjustments to modify some of their vocal tract
resonance characteristics so that the speech sound target could be achieved (Garber et al.,
1981). Speech compensation effects have also been found in pitch-shifted studies that
perturbed the fundamental frequency (F0) in English talkers. Talkers compensate in the
opposite direction of the F0 perturbation (Burnett et al., 1998; Jones & Munhall, 2000).
Jones and Munhall (2002) also replicated these results in Mandarin talkers. Therefore, a
general pattern has emerged across studies where the auditory feedback was manipulated:
speakers change their speech production in the opposite direction of the perturbation.
This general pattern has also been found in studies in which the auditory feedback of
normal hearing individuals has been manipulated by altering vowel formants and
measuring changes in speech production (MacDonald et al., 2010; Mitsuya et al., 2011;
Munhall et al., 2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006ab). This paradigm generally involves four
stages in which the speaker is producing vowels: Baseline, Ramp, Hold, and End, as seen
in Mitsuya et al. (2011; see Figure 3). In the Ramp phase, two directions of the formant
perturbation are often used, where a given formant is either shifted up or down. For
example, if F1 of the vowel /ε/ in ‘head’ is decreased, it would slowly sound like /ɪ/ in
‘hid’; if F1 is increased, it would slowly sound like /æ/ in ‘had’. The rate at which the
perturbation is introduced does not affect compensatory responses, although they are
dependent on the magnitude of the perturbation. MacDonald and colleagues (2010)
examined the effect of different magnitudes of formant frequency changes in speech
compensation. In their first experiment, participants received a three-step change in
acoustic feedback: F1 was shifted up by 50, 100, and 200 Hertz (Hz) and F2 was shifted
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the phases for the formant shifts.
The diagram was adapted from Figure 1 in Mitsuya et al. (2011).
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down by 75, 125, and 250 Hz. In their second experiment, the acoustic feedback was
shifted gradually: F1 was increased by +4 Hz, and F2 was decreased by -5 Hz on each
utterance. Results found that the compensatory responses were similar at each magnitude
change, when compared between the experiments. The magnitude of F1 change in
formant manipulated auditory feedback is usually ± 200 Hz because this shift would
change the sound of the target vowel to another vowel category.

1.4.1

Responses to formant perturbations

Speech compensations by the motor control system can adjust F1 and F2 independently.
Studies such as MacDonald et al. (2010) and Munhall et al. (2009) have manipulated F1
and F2 concurrently. The advantage of shifting F1 and F2 concurrently allows for a
natural vowel sound. However, a disadvantage is that estimates of some talkers’ F2
values are unstable, leading to unnatural transients in the feedback. Studies have shown
that the system is able to correct for F1 and F2 perturbations relatively independently, as
a result, manipulating two formants concurrently is not always required. A study by
Villacorta et al. (2007) examined the speech production of F1 and F2 while shifting F1
gradually. Their results found a compensation for F1 while F2 productions remained
stable. In addition, MacDonald, Purcell, and Munhall (2011) examined the ability of the
motor control system to correct for F1 and F2 independently. They found that a
perturbation in a single formant did not require the system to change the entire vowel
spectrum but only the manipulated formant. Overall, the manipulation of a single formant
results in compensation of the manipulated formant.
The perturbed feedback elicits speech compensation that is proportional to the
manipulation. Talkers in formant manipulated studies usually compensate at ~25%-50%
of the formant perturbation (Houde & Hordan, 1998; Liu & Larson, 2007; MacDonald et
al., 2010; Munhall et al., 2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a; Villacorta, 2007). Partial
compensation reflects that speech is regulated by systems other than audition, such as the
somatosensory system and the feedforward system (Nasir & Ostry, 2008; Tremblay,
Schiller, & Ostry, 2003). There are a few possibilities that may explain the partial
compensation. One possibility is that for some vowels, there are physical constraints that
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may prevent full compensation. For instance, compensation for /i/ in the positive shift
would be limited because the tongue movements required would be higher than the palate
position (MacDonald et al., 2010). Due to these physical differences in pronouncing
vowels, the system may weigh the importance of auditory feedback and somatosensory
feedback differently for each vowel. For instance, /i/ production could rely more on
somatosensory information than auditory feedback and as a result partial compensation
may occur. For these reasons, generally mid-vowel /ɛ/ has been used to limit available
tactile feedback (MacDonald et al., 2010; Mitsuya et al., 2011; Purcell & Munhall,
2006a). The magnitude of the perturbation may also cause partial compensation
(MacDonald et al., 2010). If the magnitude of the perturbation is too large, the auditory
feedback system may ignore the feedback and attribute it to other environmental sources
or treat it as unrealistic. Due to these possibilities, partial compensations are expected in
altered auditory feedback studies.
Compensation was also found to be automatic and to occur unconsciously. A study by
Munhall et al. (2009) used different instructional conditions with the sudden large
perturbation paradigm similar to MacDonald et al. (2010). The instructional conditions
were: (1) control: naive subjects that had no information about the feedback
manipulation, (2) ignore headphones: the subjects were made aware of the changes
occurring in the headphones and were instructed to ignore them, and (3) avoid
compensation: subjects were made aware of the manipulation and were instructed to
maintain normal speech production without compensation. All three instructional groups
altered their vowel formant values in the opposite direction to the perturbation and there
were no differences in the magnitude of these formant changes. Houde and Jordan (2002)
also found in post-experiment interviews that participants were not aware of the feedback
manipulation or compensation responses. This suggests that the participants were not
using conscious strategies to compensate for the perturbed feedback. Compensation
behaviour does not change with conscious strategies because these studies have shown it
occurs automatically.
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1.4.2

Phonological mediation in speech compensation

Many of these studies investigating the role of auditory feedback in speech production
have used participants with English as L1. The use of auditory feedback may differ when
a person is using their native or secondary language. A preliminary cross-language study
by Mitsuya et al. (2010) examined the use of auditory feedback in shaping articulation
patterns for English, Japanese, and Korean vowels with Japanese and Korean ESL talkers
using a paradigm similar to Purcell and Munhall (2006b). The experimental manipulation
was to either shift F1 up or down for the English vowel /ε/ in ‘head’, a Japanese vowel
/e/, and a Korean vowel /ɛ/. In general the talkers, when speaking in English or in their
native language, compensated in the opposite direction of the perturbation. This indicated
that the role of auditory feedback in speech motor control appears to be similar across
languages. However, when the groups of talkers were compared for compensations for
English /ε/, group differences between native English talkers and the ESL talkers
occurred. The native English talkers had significant compensations earlier during the
ramp phase (the speech compensation threshold) than Japanese talkers. This suggested
that native English speakers were more sensitive to feedback error and the feedback
system is able to correct speech production if there are small errors in auditory feedback.
They also found that the Japanese and Korean speakers had smaller compensations
compared to the native English speakers. As well, the stability of the compensatory
behaviour of English speakers was greater than that of the ESL groups. These results
suggest that in a secondary language, the sensitivity to feedback error is reduced and
there is more variable production.
The results in the Mitsuya et al. (2010) study may have occurred due to the differences of
the vowel spaces in English, Japanese, and Korean. The native English speakers may
have produced larger compensations than the Japanese and Korean ESL speakers because
the native English speakers have had more experience with English vowels. With this
experience, more precise vowel boundaries may be defined, and as a result the native
English speakers might be more sensitive to the perturbations when formant frequencies
are changed. Also, when the Japanese and Korean ESL groups are learning the English
/ε/ sound, they may have assimilated the English /ε/ into their own native language vowel
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space. As a result, the ESL talkers may use their native vowel space in response to the
altered feedback. Mitsuya et al. (2010) reported that the density around /ε/ in the English
vowel space is greater than in the same area of the Japanese and Korean vowel spaces.
They suggested that native English talkers had greater compensatory behaviour than ESL
speakers because smaller perturbations in /ε/ could sound like another English vowel. In
contrast, the /ε/ vowel could have a larger space in the ESL talkers’ vowel space because
there are fewer vowels around that area; thus, it might require a larger magnitude of
formant perturbations for the ESL speakers to respond to the change. Therefore, the
perception of the feedback error may influence the compensation behaviours of talkers. If
the feedback is perceived to be an acceptable token, there would be less compensation to
maintain the perceptual distinctiveness of the produced vowel (Mitsuya et al., 2011). This
suggests that acoustic feedback is not a purely frequency-based error reduction process
but is also phonologically mediated.
If the density of the vowel space is supposed to affect compensation, results should
indicate that denser vowel spaces elicit greater compensation to maintain vowel category
distinctiveness. However, studies have found that distances to neighbouring vowel
categories do not affect the magnitude of compensation. MacDonald et al. (2011)
determined the neighbouring vowel distances of /ԑ/ to /ɪ/ and /ӕ/, which corresponded to
the negative and positive shifts of /ԑ/, respectively. The correlations between
compensation during the shifts and the respective vowel distances to the next vowel
category were not significant. MacDonald et al. (2010) also had similar findings. These
results suggest that compensation is not affected by the distances of neighbouring vowels
and that auditory feedback is reacting to differences in intended and received frequencies.
Villacorta et al. (2007) also supports this as they found that participants with lower F1
discrimination thresholds had greater compensation to the F1 feedback perturbations.
These studies suggest that the control system is acting on the target vowel category only
and neighbouring vowel categories do not influence the system.
However, others studies such as Mitsuya et al. (2011) and Purcell, MacDonald, and
Munhall (2011) suggest that auditory feedback is partially phonologically mediated.
Mitsuya et al. (2011) compared the negative and positive compensations for English /ԑ/ in
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Japanese ESL and native English talkers. English /ԑ/ acts as a central vowel in English
talkers and perturbations would occur within the English vowel space, creating similar
compensations in the positive and negative directions. In contrast English /ԑ/, when
perturbed positively in Japanese talkers, is outside the Japanese vowel space and there
was less compensation in Japanese talkers than English talkers. However, when English
/ԑ/ was perturbed negatively in Japanese talkers, the perturbations occurred within the
Japanese vowel space and compensations were similar in Japanese and English talkers.
Mitsuya and colleagues (2011) suggest an influence of vowel location on compensatory
responses. Similarly, Purcell et al. (2011) found compensation differences across six
English vowels. Purcell et al. (2011) found that point vowels such as /i, u/ in ‘heed,
who’d’ had smaller compensations than more central vowels such as /ɛ/ in ‘head’. As
well, they found an asymmetry in speech compensations between the positive and
negative shifts in some vowels like /i, ɪ / in ‘heed, hid’. These differences in
compensations may have been mediated by the location differences in the vowel space.
Furthermore, that auditory feedback is partially phonologically mediated is supported by
language acquisition and speech perceptual theories. Language acquisition theories, such
as cross-language interference (see section 1.3.3.1) and the SLM (see section 1.3.3.2)
suggest phonemes are interacting with each other creating differences between bilingual
and native talkers. Speech perception theories such as category goodness (see section
1.5.1) and the Natural Referent Vowel (NRV) perspective (see section 1.5.2) also suggest
vowel categories influence the participant’s ability to discriminate and categorize. Further
investigation is needed to explore the phonological influence on the auditory feedback
system.

1.5

Speech perception

Vowel representations such as category prototypes, category goodness dimensions, and
vowel location in perceptual space, may influence compensation to altered auditory
feedback (Mitsuya et al., 2011). It is important to have an understanding of these
phonological measures to determine their role in auditory feedback.
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1.5.1

Vowel category goodness and bounds

Categories are created in perceptual systems to group similar stimuli together. However,
all members of a category have varying degrees of category goodness, where some
members are perceived as good exemplars (prototypical) or bad exemplars (Rosh, 1975).
Members of a category are rated differently by listeners in terms of their category
goodness (Grieser & Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991, 1986; Miller & Volaitis, 1989). Kuhl
(1991) asked listeners to provide category goodness rating to /i/-like sounds based on
their own internal prototype of /i/. Kuhl found that listeners consistently gave the
experiment’s prototype /i/ the highest category goodness rating and gave lower category
goodness ratings to exemplars moving away from the prototype /i/. Therefore, internal
categories are consistent across individuals and the exemplars in the categories are not all
perceptually equal.
Category bound, the boundary of a good and bad prototype of a vowel, may be important
in speech compensation to perturbed auditory feedback. Studies such as MacDonald et al.
(2010) and Mitsuya et al. (2011) collected talkers’ vowel spaces, where average F1/F2
frequencies of the vowels are plotted with ellipses representing one and two standard
deviations (see Figure 4). These ellipses represent the production variability of the
respective vowel and may not represent the category boundary of the vowel (Mitsuya et
al., 2011). It is important to determine the category boundary of the vowel because
significant speech compensation may start near this category bound. Before the category
bound, feedback may be perceived as good exemplars of the target vowel; however, these
exemplars are not identical to the prototype and small compensations may occur. After
the category bound, feedback may be perceived as bad exemplars of the target vowel and
significant speech compensation may occur. Further investigation is needed to determine
the influence of category goodness and bounds on speech compensation during altered
auditory feedback.
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Figure 4: Vowel space of an example individual native English speaker.
The center of each ellipse represents the mean F1/F2 of the respective vowel in an /hVd/
context. The solid and dashed ellipses represent one and two standard deviations,
respectively. Vowel space was adapted from Mitsuya et al. (2011) from Figure 6a.
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1.5.2

Natural Referent Vowel (NRV) perspective

In vowel perceptual tasks, there are asymmetries in discrimination, where the direction
of a change within the vowel space plays a key role. Direction of a vowel change is
defined as the continuum of a vowel sound change, such as /ԑ  ӕ/ or /ӕ  ԑ/. One
direction of a vowel change is easier to detect than the reverse direction with the same
change. This suggests that vowels in a phonological space are not equally salient or
familiar. The NRV perspective (also known as the peripherality hypothesis) suggests that
vowels that are more peripheral (towards the corners of the vowel space) are more salient
than vowels that are less peripheral (Polka & Bohn, 2003). These corner vowels act as a
reference or perceptual anchor. In perceptual tasks, in which the direction is moving
towards a peripheral vowel (i.e. /i, æ, α, u/), discrimination would be easier than moving
away from a peripheral vowel. For instance, in the study by Polka and Bohn (1996), they
had infants discriminate between English /æ/ and /ε/, in two directions /ε  æ/ and /æ 
ε/. Results showed that discrimination was easier if the direction of the perturbation
occurred from /ε  æ/. A study by Swoboda, Kass, Moose, and Leavitt (1978) has also
found it was easier to discriminate /ɪ/ and /i/ if the direction was /ɪ i/. This pattern of
asymmetry in vowel perception has also been found to occur in German (Bohn & Polka,
2001; Polka & Bohn, 1996; Polka & Werker, 1994), cats (Heinz, Alesczyk, & May,
1996), and blackbirds (Hienz, Sachs, & Sinnot, 1981). Therefore, directional asymmetry
in vowel perception seems to be language-universal and is not species-specific.
The direction of the perturbed feedback shift may have an effect on the speech
compensation in perturbed auditory feedback. When the feedback is manipulated such
that the perturbation is going towards a peripheral reference vowel, the auditory feedback
system may be able to more easily discriminate between intended and perceived
feedback, which may lead to greater compensation. The results of Mitsuya et al. (2011)
may have been influenced by the NRV. The positive manipulation of /ԑ/ was towards the
peripheral reference vowel /ӕ/ in English talkers which may have led to greater
compensation. However, the positive shift elicited less compensation in Japanese talkers,
perhaps because the shift was not towards a referent vowel. Vowel location may
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influence compensation results because direction of the perturbation in the feedback may
provide an advantage for the auditory system to discriminate errors.

1.6

Rationale

The purpose of the present experiment was to determine if the perceptual organization of
L1 and L2 vowels influences Vietnamese and English speakers’ compensatory behaviour
during speech production when auditory feedback is manipulated. To my knowledge, the
studies by Mitsuya et al. (2010, 2011) are the only cross-language formant perturbation
studies that have been reported in the literature. Mitsuya et al. (2011) recommended
perceptual measures in combination with the altered auditory feedback paradigm to
further analyze the phonological mediation of auditory feedback. Vietnamese was chosen
for comparison because it differs from English as a tonal language with more vowels. To
extend cross-language knowledge, the study involved early bilinguals of English in which
the Vietnamese talkers were dominant in English. This is in contrast to Mitsuya et al.
(2010, 2011), in which they had late bilinguals of English. Monolingual English talkers
are used as controls in the study to prevent confounds from other languages. Due to time
limitations and participant fatigue, English vowels /ɪ, ӕ/ in ‘hid, had’ and Vietnamese
vowel /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’ were chosen as target vowels for the altered auditory feedback. As
well, perceptual measures were conducted for English /ɪ/ only.
Perceptual tasks are required for this cross-language study to examine the phonological
mediation of acoustic feedback (Mitsuya et al., 2011). This experiment contains two
parts: two perceptual measures and altered auditory feedback production were employed
for the various English and Vietnamese vowels. Similar to the Villacorta et al. (2007)
study, the perceptual discrimination threshold for changes in F1 was determined. Vowel
goodness ratings (similar to Kuhl, 1991) were also obtained for a set of /ɪ/-like vowels
where F1 was varied and an estimate of category bounds was determined. Compensation
in speech production in response to altered auditory feedback was measured as the
magnitude of change in production of F1 during the Hold and various steps in the Ramp
phase relative to the Baseline phase.
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1.6.1

Hypotheses

The F1 discrimination threshold and vowel goodness may be related to compensation to
altered auditory feedback. When the manipulation of auditory feedback exceeds the F1
discrimination threshold and estimated categorical bounds during the Ramp phase, the
talkers should start to compensate. Furthermore, compensation should occur in the
opposite direction of the perturbation and continue to increase with increasing
perturbations. However, the compensation is expected to be smaller than the magnitude
of perturbation.
The Vietnamese talkers in the study learned English at a young age and considered to be
early bilinguals. According to the CPH (see section 1.3.1), early bilinguals may perform
similarly to the English monolinguals because the Vietnamese talkers are English
dominant. It could be hypothesized then that the perceptual and compensation results will
be similar between the two groups. However, according to the cross-language
interference and SLM theories (see section 1.3.3), the interaction of L1 and L2 elements
may cause differences between the two groups. In early bilinguals, L1 and L2 phonic
elements have a higher probability to deflect away or dissimilate from each other (see
section 1.3.3.2). As a result, Vietnamese bilinguals may perceive and produce English
elements differently than English monolinguals. Therefore it could alternatively be
hypothesized that there would be differences between English monolinguals and
Vietnamese bilinguals in the perceptual and altered auditory feedback tasks. Results of
the present study should offer some evidence and insight regarding two reasonable
hypotheses and this complex system.
The NRV (Polka & Bohn, 2003; see section 1.5.2) may play a role in perception and
compensation. During the vowel goodness ratings (see section 2.3.1), the exemplars were
presented in random order; as a result, the direction of the shift change was controlled
for. The talkers were presented with negative and positive shifts of the English and
Vietnamese vowels during the altered auditory feedback. If there was a difference in the
negative and positive shifts, the NRV perspective may be able to explain the directional
asymmetry. If the shift was towards the peripheral area of the vowel space, it is
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hypothesized that greater compensation would occur because feedback error
discrimination would be easier.
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Chapter 2

2

METHODS
2.1

Procedure summary for participants

Upon arrival of the participant, the experiment was explained to her/him and he/she were
asked for informed consent and to complete various questionnaires. An audiometric
screening was then performed to determine if the participant had normal hearing
thresholds. Two perceptual tasks were then performed in a quiet, laboratory environment
to determine vowel goodness ratings and F1 discrimination thresholds. The participant
was then seated in a sound booth to perform altered auditory feedback tasks. A summary
of the experiment and compensation for the participant’s time were provided when all
tasks were completed. All questionnaires and experimental procedures were approved by
the University of Western Ontario Ethics Board (Appendix A). Below are further details
of the experiment.

2.2

Participants

Forty-seven participants were recruited from the University of Western Ontario, city of
London and the Greater Toronto Area and were divided into two groups. Group one
included 21 native Vietnamese speakers with ESL [17 females, 4 males; ages: 18-25 yr,
mean: 20.76 yr, standard deviation (SD): 2.12 yr]. All the Vietnamese participants
learned ESL in Ontario. The Vietnamese talkers went to English-speaking schools since
Kindergarten and as a result they were surrounded by English-speaking individuals and
by English social media. Group two included 21 English monolingual talkers (17
females, 4 males; ages: 18-35 yr, mean: 23.33 yr, SD: 3.94 yr). English participants had
learned English in Ontario, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia. For each ear, hearing
thresholds were measured at octave intervals between 250 Hz and 4 kHz. Individuals
generally had normal thresholds (≤ 20 dB HL). However, sound leakage at low
frequencies from the supra-aural headphones (TDH-296) may occur, as well as low
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frequency masking from ventilation noise to the left of the participants in the sound
booth. As a result, we included participants who had thresholds up to 30 dB HL at low
frequencies (see Table 1). Additionally there was one participant with a slightly elevated
threshold at 4000 Hz in one ear. This was not expected to influence the results using
supra-threshold speech so the participant was retained. Each participant was tested in a
single session. No participants had known language, hearing, or speech impairments.
Data from five participants were discarded because they learned English in the
Maritimes, were not born in Canada, or had a history of a lisp or a stutter.

2.3
2.3.1

Perceptual tasks
Vowel goodness and category bounds

Goodness is defined as the ability of an exemplar of a specific sound to fit into its
respective category (Kuhl, 1991). Vowel goodness ratings were used to determine the
goodness of various exemplars of the vowel /ɪ/ in ‘hid’. Eleven versions of “hid” were
created, with one unaltered version and ten altered versions. These altered versions were
created by filtering similar to that used during online formant shifting, which is described
in section 2.4.4. To create the altered version, F1 of the unaltered “hid” was shifted
upwards in 20 Hz steps to +200 Hz (i.e. +20, +40, +60, +80 ... +200 Hz) on a continuum
towards /ε/. The eleven sounds were played in a permuted order, nine different times,
providing 99 trials in total. The first four iterations of the set of sounds were discarded to
allow the participant to know the full range of /ɪ/-like sounds. The participant was asked
to rate each sound of “hid” on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is a very poor version and 7 is an
excellent version of “hid”. These goodness ratings were used to determine the
participant’s perceptual organization of the vowel /ɪ/: the continuum between a good and
bad /ɪ/. The vowel /ɪ/ category bound towards /ε/ was determined by fitting a sigmoid
function to the goodness data and then determining the shift size where the sigmoid
achieved half its height.
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Table 1: Elevated hearing thresholds of participants.
Numbers of participants are combined for English and Vietnamese participants
Ear

Right

Frequency (Hz)
Threshold sound level
(dB)
Number of participants

250

Left
4000

250

500

25

30

25

25

30

25

4

1

1

17

2

2
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2.3.2

F1 discrimination threshold

An F1 discrimination threshold was defined as the minimum change in F1 that the
listener detected. A two-alternative forced choice test (2AFC) was used to determine the
F1 discrimination threshold for /ɪ/ in ‘hid’, with shifts of F1 in the positive direction
towards /ε/ in ‘head’. A continuum of “hid” was created by shifting F1 upwards in 5 Hz
steps using a method similar to that done online (see section 2.4.4). The unaltered “hid”
was produced by a young adult male who spoke English as his first language. An
adaptive AXB 2AFC program called Dinosaur created by Dorothy Bishop (n.d.) was
selected to perform this task. In Dinosaur, the participant was asked to determine which
sound, the first or last, was like the middle sound, the unaltered “hid”. As the Dinosaur
program progressed, the discrimination between sounds became more difficult. When the
listener made an incorrect choice, the tasks were made easier by having the listener hear a
larger shift. When the listener made correct choices, the tasks were made harder by
having the listener hear a smaller shift. When Dinosaur was completed, after eight
reversals, the listener’s F1 discrimination threshold was found by averaging the shift
magnitude for the final four reversals (see Figure 5 for an example of an individual’s
performance).

2.4
2.4.1

Altered auditory feedback
Equipment

Participants were prompted to speak when the target word appeared on a computer screen
at a rate of approximately once every two seconds (Purcell & Munhall, 2006a).
Participants wore a Shure WH20 headset microphone (see Figure 6). The microphone
signal was amplified with a microphone amplifier (Tucker-Davis Technologies MA3)
with a +20 dB gain switch active and adjustable gain set individually as described below.
The signal was low pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 4500 Hz (Frequency Devices
type 901). The analogue signal was then digitized at a 10 kHz sampling rate with 18-bit
precision (National Instruments PXI-6289M input/output board). During altered auditory
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Figure 5: Plot of trials of one participant for the two alternative forced choice test.
Numbers 1-8 near the line show where the eight reversals occurred. F1 discrimination
threshold was found by averaging the shift magnitudes for the final four reversals. In this
case the threshold was 27 Hz.
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Figure 6: Equipment involved with altered auditory feedback.
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feedback, the signal was analyzed and filtered in real time to create the formants shifts
(National Instruments PXI-8106). The digital signal was converted back to an analogue
sound at 10 kHz with 16-bit precision by the National Instruments PXI-6289M and
routed to a Madsen Itera audiometer for amplification. For each participant during
practice trials, the microphone MA3 amplifier gain was adjusted between 20 and 40 dB
so that vocal sounds reaching the Madsen Itera input VU meter were approximately 0 dB.
With this input level achieved on the input VU meter, the voice signals were presented
back to the listener at an amplified level of 80 dBA sound pressure level (SPL) using
Sennheiser “HD 265 linear” headphones. Background speech shaped noise of 50 dBA
SPL was also added by the Madsen Itera audiometer. The purpose of this noise was to
hide small imperfections that may have occurred during filtering. All equipment reported
was similar to Purcell and Munhall (2006b).

2.4.2

Target vowels

Due to time limitations only a few English and Vietnamese vowels were manipulated.
The vowels English /ɪ/, English/ӕ/, and Vietnamese /ɐ/ were chosen as target vowels for
reasons described below. An overlay of the Canadian English and Vietnamese vowel
spaces was created to determine which vowels to manipulate (Figure 7). English /ɪ/ was
chosen because Purcell et al. (2011) reported an asymmetry in compensation: the positive
shift had greater compensation than the negative shift. As well, the compensation in the
negative shift was generally smaller than all other negative shift conditions for other
vowels. This was interesting because /ɪ/ is not a corner vowel in the Canadian English
vowel space and the small compensation was not expected. The current study used a
different Ramp phase than Purcell et al. (2011) to further examine this asymmetry in
compensation. As well, in the CPS of Vietnamese bilingual talkers, English /ɪ/ is near
English /ɛ/ and Vietnamese /ɛ/ where these vowels have higher F1 frequencies (see
Figure 8A). There are no vowel categories with lower F1 frequencies in the immediate
vowel space area because the F2 of vowels with lower F1 (like /i/) are significantly
different from F2 of /ɪ/. The English /ɪ/ category may have assimilated into one of these
/ԑ/ categories for the bilinguals. Similarly, English /ӕ/ was chosen based on the
surrounding vowel categories in the CPS of Vietnamese talkers. English /ӕ/ is
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Figure 7: Combined English and Vietnamese vowel space.
Black diamonds represent English vowels. Grey squares represent Vietnamese vowels.
English target vowels /ɪ, ӕ/ are highlighted in blue. Vietnamese target vowel /ɐ/ is
highlighted in red. Axes are the first and second formants. Vowel locations are based on
the English vowel space by Mendoz-Denton et al. (2001) and the Vietnamese vowel
space by Santry (1997).
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Figure 8: Vowel location of manipulated vowels.
A) English vowel /ɪ/ and /ӕ/ B) Vietnamese vowel /ɐ/. Black diamonds represent English
Vowels. Grey squares represent Vietnamese vowels. English target vowels /ɪ, ӕ/ are
highlighted in blue. Vietnamese target vowel /ɐ/ is highlighted in red. Black arrows
indicate changes in F1 that are introduced in auditory feedback. Axes are the first and
second formants. Vowel locations are based on the English vowel space by MendozDenton et al. (2001) and the Vietnamese vowel space by Santry (1997).
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surrounded by Vietnamese vowels, where Vietnamese /ɐ/ has a lower F1 frequency and
Vietnamese /a/ has a higher F1 frequency (See Figure 8A). The English /ӕ/ may have
assimilated into one of the Vietnamese vowel categories. In contrast, in the English
monolingual talkers, English /ӕ/ is a point vowel where there are no vowel categories
with higher F1 frequencies. Vietnamese /ɐ/ was also chosen based on the surrounding
vowel categories in the CPS of Vietnamese talkers: Vietnamese /ɐ/ is surrounded by
English /ɛ/ and English /ӕ/ (see Figure 8B). Overall, vowels chosen to be used in the
experiment were based upon their location in the CPS of Vietnamese talkers and on past
research.

2.4.3

Screening procedure and model order estimation

Participants were seated in a sound booth (Eckoustic C-26) in front of a computer
monitor. They were asked to speak in their normal voice and to keep their loudness and
pitch reasonably stable as they produced each of the prompted words on the screen.

Linear predictive coding (LPC) is a common approach to estimate formants in speech
signals (O’Shaugnessy, 1988). The LPC method determines linear filter coefficients
which can predict the current speech sample from a weighted combination of previous
samples. When the filtering characteristic of these coefficients is represented in the
frequency domain as a spectrum, it is like a spectral envelope fitted over the actual
speech spectrum (see Figure 9 for an example). The peaks in this LPC envelope give the
formant estimates, where the number of formants is set by the model order. Before the
altered auditory feedback, a screening procedure was used to determine the best model
order (BMO) for producing stable formant estimates. Six tokens of the target vowel from
the screening period were evaluated with LPC model orders 8 to 12 and the order that
produced the least variance in estimates of F1 and F2 was selected, as described in the
next paragraph. Determining the BMO reduced the errors in tracking F1 throughout the
altered auditory feedback.

The model order with the lowest F1 and F2 standard deviations was chosen as the BMO
for each target vowel during the screening procedure. For example, Figure 10 depicts the
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Figure 9: Formant estimates.
Speech signal is represented in red (mostly voice harmonics for frequencies  2500 Hz)
and a LPC spectral envelope is represented in blue. The first two blue squares at
approximately 500 and 1500 Hz are the estimates of F1 and F2, respectively.
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Figure 10: Formant estimates and standard deviations for English /ӕ/ in ‘had’ for
one participant.
F1 is shown in blue and F2 is shown in green. The left graph represents the F1 and F2
tracks over time (seconds) for the vowels excised from six utterances for the currently
selected model order 9. The right graph gives F1 and F2 standard deviations for all model
orders. The criteria for best model order was having the most stable formant tracks which
was defined as that with the lowest F1 and F2 standard deviations (model order 9 in this
example).
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model orders evaluated for a participant producing the target English vowel /ӕ/. The
formant tracks derived from six utterances using model order 9 are on the left side of
Figure 10. The vowels were excised from these six utterances and LPC produced the
formant tracks shown to last approximately 275 ms in this example. Formant standard
deviations were calculated for each utterance and then averaged for each model order.
These standard deviations are shown on the right side of Figure 10 for all model orders.
For this participant, model order 9 produced formant estimates with the smallest standard
deviations in F1 and F2. This BMO would be used to estimate formants for all utterances
of this specific vowel during the main altered auditory feedback experiment.

The screening process involved the participants repeating seven English monophthongs
/i, ɪ, e, ɛ, ӕ, ɑ, u/ in an /hVd/ context. The set of words were permuted and the complete
set was presented randomly, six times sequentially; therefore, there were 42 prompted
words in total. A BMO was selected for each of the desired target vowels: /ɪ/ and /ӕ/.
The Vietnamese talkers also produced eight Vietnamese monophthongs /i, e, ɛ, ɐ, a, ɤ, ʌ,
u/ in a /CV/ or /CVC/ context. There were differences in /CV/ or /CVC/ context for the
Vietnamese vowels because the Vietnamese participants had difficulty in the
pronunciations of the words in isolation when the context was the same. The set of
words were permuted and the complete set was presented randomly, six times
sequentially; therefore, there were 48 prompted words in total. A BMO was selected for
the Vietnamese vowel /ɐ/.

2.4.4

Online voice detection and formant shifting

Altered auditory feedback was achieved by filtering the voice in real-time. Filtering was
applied during the voiced part of each utterance. To detect the onset of voicing in each
trial, a statistical amplitude threshold technique was used. This technique involved
determining a mean and standard deviation microphone input level from a quiet period
prior to the prompt. Voice onset was determined when the microphone input level
exceeded the mean microphone input level from the quiet period by six standard
deviations. Once voicing was detected, the applied filter used coefficients determined
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from real-time LPC formant estimates (Figure 11A), which were updated every 900 µs.
The speech signal was processed through two filters simultaneously to create the formant
manipulations (Figure 11B). One filter de-emphasized the voice harmonics near the
produced F1, while the other emphasized voice harmonics at the desired new F1 location.
The result of these filters created an altered vowel sound where F1 was shifted in
frequency (Figure 11C). Formant calculations included past samples for an effective
delay in formant estimates and corresponding filter coefficients of 10 to 20 ms. Voice
detection and formant shifting were performed as described by Purcell and Munhall
(2006b).

2.4.5

Offline formant analysis

Trials where the prompt was read incorrectly were removed from the analysis. A semiautomated process was used to trim every utterance before and after the vowel (Figure
12). The vowel boundaries were examined by the experimenter and corrected if required.

Single steady-state values of F1, F2 and third formant (F3) for each utterance were
estimated offline. This single value for each formant was calculated by averaging the
estimates from 20% to 80% of the way through the utterance for that formant. The first
and last 20% of the vowel are not used in the analysis because vowel transitions have
unstable formants. Occasionally, formants were incorrectly categorized as another by the
estimation algorithm (i.e. F1 being categorized as F2, etc.). These errors were found and
corrected by examining a graph (Figure 13) with all the F1, F2, and F3 values for each
participant. As seen in Figure 13, formant values were displayed in the order that they
were produced during the experiment. With this approach, outliers could be readily
identified and relabeled. Offline formant analysis was similar to Munhall et al. (2009).

2.4.6

Procedure and experimental conditions

Before entering the sound booth, informed consent was obtained and participants
completed three questionnaires (medical history background, language and music history;
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 11: Formant manipulations.
A) LPC spectrum representing the original spectrum of the speech sample with the best
model order. Red boxes show the formants with F1 at 500 Hz. B) Red line represents a
filter which emphasizes existing voice harmonics at the new F1 (500+200=700 Hz). Blue
line represents a filter which de-emphasizes voice harmonics in the speech sample at the
produced F1. C) Red line presents the LPC spectrum of the new vowel where F1 is
changed by +200 Hz. Blue line represents the LPC spectrum of the original speech.
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A)

B)

Figure 12: Vowel boundaries for English /ӕ/ in ‘had’ for one utterance.
A) Time Waveform. B) Spectogram. Red and yellow vertical lines represent the
beginning and end of the vowel, respectively.
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Figure 13: Formants across trials for one participant for English /ӕ/ in ‘had’.
Graph represents F1 (white), F2 (red) and F3 (green) across all trials for English /ӕ/ in
‘had’ during the negative shift. If large formant errors are present, corrections are made in
this graph by relabeling or removing individual formant estimates. The horizontal axis
shows the trial number and the vertical axis shows formant frequency.
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see Appendix B). Medical history background was completed because the study required
healthy, normal adults. Language history was completed because the study was limited to
English monolingual and Vietnamese bilingual talkers, with a minimum grade 12 high
school education in an English speaking school in Ontario and Western Canada. Music
history was collected from the participants because if there was an anomaly in the data,
music history may have provided a reason. A pure-tone audiometric screening was then
conducted to determine if the participant had normal hearing thresholds (≤ 20 dB HL) at
octave intervals between 250 Hz and 4 kHz using TDH-296 headphones and a Madsen
Itera Audiometer. Participants were fitted with noise attenuating headphones (Sennheiser
HD265) and sat in front of a notebook computer to perform the vowel goodness ratings
and Dinosaur test in a quiet laboratory environment.
In the sound booth, talkers were seated in a comfortable chair and provided with bottled
water for consumption between experimental conditions if required. The English vowel
space was first collected. Then, vowels for the targeted vowel condition were collected to
determine BMO and amplification adjustments. The order of the vowels that were
presented was English /ɪ/, English /ӕ/, and if the participant was Vietnamese, /ɐ/ was last.
English /ɪ/ was presented first because the perceptual tests manipulated English /ɪ/. If the
participant decided to leave the experiment early, speech perception and compensation
data from English /ɪ/ was most likely to be collected. In the English /ɪ/ condition, the F1
positive shift was always presented first, followed by the F1 negative shift. Shifts were
counterbalanced for the English /ӕ/ and Vietnamese /ɐ/. Talkers ran through the altered
auditory feedback experiment twice for all vowels with F1 shifted positively and
negatively. In each directional shift, there were four phases where the talkers said the
word “hid”, “had” or “tăm” 114 times, as shown in Figure 14. In the first phase,
Acclimatization (first 15 utterances), participants received normal feedback. These
utterances were discarded during analyses. In the second phase, Baseline (utterances 1635), participants received normal feedback. In the third phase, Ramp (utterances 36-95),
F1 was perturbed with the magnitude of the perturbation increasing by 20 Hz after every
sixth utterance, resulting in a 200 Hz shift by utterance 90. Finally, in the Hold phase
(utterance 96-114), the F1 perturbation at 200 Hz was held constant. English passages
were read by the participants with their headphones off to normalize their speech
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Figure 14: Schematic procedure of F1 formant shifting.
The solid line represents the experimental condition where F1 of the test vowel was
shifted upwards. The dash line represents the experimental condition where F1 of the test
vowel was shifted downwards. The four phases of the experiment (Acclimatization,
Baseline, Ramp, and Hold) are represented with increasing darkness in the shading.
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productions after each directional shift, as well as before and after vowel space
collections. Vietnamese participants were presented with Vietnamese passages during the
Vietnamese part of the study. Common reading passages that are used in the literature
(Watt, 2006) and the text passage from the Occupational-Therapy Adult Perceptual
Screening Test (OT-APST; Cooke, n.d.) were chosen (Appendix C). Direct translations
of the North Wind and the Sun (Bradlow, 2010) and OT-APST passages were used for
Vietnamese talkers (Appendix D). OT-APST passages were chosen because Vietnamese
and English versions were available. When the procedure was completed, participants
were compensated $5 for every half hour for their time.
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Chapter 3

3

Results

Vowel space comparisons were performed to determine vowel space density and vowel
category similarities between English and Vietnamese vowels. An analysis of perceptual
measures: F1 discrimination threshold, vowel goodness ratings, and vowel category
bounds were compared between Vietnamese and English talkers. Following, speech
compensation during the phases of altered auditory feedback was determined with group
comparisons. Correlations between vowel space density and speech compensation are
presented. As well, perceptual measures and speech compensations were compared to try
to determine the relationship between speech perception and production.

3.1 Vowel space comparisons
English and Vietnamese vowel spaces were collected from all participants. The F1 vowel
distance between a target vowel and its nearest neighbour was determined as a measure
of vowel space density. Target vowels were the vowels used in the altered auditory
feedback trials: for English /ɪ, ӕ/ and Vietnamese /ɐ/. The F1 manipulation was of
magnitude 200 Hz regardless of actual vowel space measurements for all target vowels
during altered auditory feedback. Vowel distances in the negative and positive directions
were calculated for each female participant, and then a group average was determined.
Vowel productions from males and females were not normalized, as a result, males and
females were not grouped into one category for vowel space comparisons. Vowel space
distances and comparisons were calculated with English and Vietnamese female talkers
only because the sample sizes were large (n=17 for each language group). Separate
calculations for vowel space distances for male talkers were not performed because of the
small sample sizes (n=4 for each language group). Comparisons between the negative
and positive shifts and between Vietnamese and English talkers were performed within
the English or Vietnamese vowel space. Comparisons between English and Vietnamese
vowel spaces were performed to determine similarities and differences of vowel sounds
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between the two languages. In the vowel space figures, the center of each ellipse
represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies for that vowel, while the solid and dashed
ellipses represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.

3.1.1

Vietnamese vowel space

Vietnamese speakers’ F1/F2 values of the Vietnamese vowels are plotted in Figure 15A
(female talkers) and Figure 15B (male talkers).
During the negative shift, /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’ was being shifted on a continuum towards /ɤ/ in
‘sơn’; the average difference was 165.85 Hz. During the positive shift, /ɐ/ was shifted on
a continuum towards /a/ in ‘ta’; the average distance was 97.92 Hz between the two
vowels. A paired t-test found that the negative and positive distances were not
significantly different [t(16) = 1.38, p = 0.187].

3.1.2

English vowel space

The English vowels produced by the English talkers are plotted in Figure 16A (female
talkers) and 18A (male talkers).The English vowels produced by the Vietnamese talkers
are plotted in Figure 16B (female talkers) and 18B (male talkers). The English vowel
spaces for both groups of talkers were combined into a single vowel space plot in Figure
17 (female talkers) and Figure 19 (male talkers).

F1/F2 productions of English vowels were compared between Vietnamese and English
talkers. The English vowel spaces of Vietnamese and English talkers were very similar.
Two one-way ANOVA analyses were performed for F1 and F2 to compare the F1 or F2
values of English vowels between English and Vietnamese talkers. Results found /u/ in
‘who’d’ was significantly different [F(1, 32) = 8.446, p < 0.007], where F1 of /u/ in
Vietnamese talkers were higher than English talkers. All other F1 and F2 values were not
significantly different between the two groups.

Similar to the Vietnamese vowel space data, F1 distances between the English target
vowels and their nearest neighbours were calculated. In the /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ condition, the
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A)

B)

Figure 15: Vietnamese vowel space in a /CV/ or /CVC/ context.
A) Female talkers (n=17). B) Male talkers (n=4). The manipulated vowel /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’ is
plotted in blue. The center of each ellipse represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies.
The solid and dashed ellipses represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.
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A)

B)

Figure 16: English vowel spaces in an /hVd/ context for female talkers.
A) Female English talkers (n=17). B) Female Vietnamese talkers (n=17). Highlighted in
red are the manipulated vowels /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ and /ӕ/ in ‘had’. The center of each ellipse
represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and dashed ellipses represent one
and two standard deviations, respectively.
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Figure 17: Combined English vowel spaces in an /hVd/ context for English and
Vietnamese female talkers.
Black and dark red represent English talkers. Grey and light red represent Vietnamese
talkers. Highlighted in the reds are the manipulated vowels /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ and /ӕ/ in ‘had’.
The center of each ellipse represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and
dashed ellipses represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.
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A)

B)

Figure 18: English vowel spaces in an /hVd/ context for male talkers.
A) English talkers (n=4). B) Vietnamese talkers (n=4). Highlighted in red are the
manipulated vowels /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ and /ӕ/ in ‘had’. The center of each ellipse represents the
mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and dashed ellipses represent one and two
standard deviations, respectively.
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Figure 19: Combined English vowel spaces in an /hVd/ context for English and
Vietnamese male talkers.
Black and dark red represent English talkers. Grey and light red represent Vietnamese
talkers. Highlighted in the reds are the manipulated vowels /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ and /ӕ/ in ‘had’.
The center of each ellipse represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and
dashed ellipses represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.
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closest vowel category was /i/ in ‘heed’ in the negative direction. The negative distance
was 203.74 Hz for English talkers and 198.84 Hz for Vietnamese talkers. During the
positive shift, the closest vowel category was /ɛ/ in ‘head’. The positive distance was
174.07 Hz for English talkers and 175.38 Hz for Vietnamese talkers. An independent
samples t-test found that the positive and negative distances were not different between
groups [negative: t(32) = 0.199, p = 0.844; positive: t(25.995) = -0.097, p = 0.923].
Paired t-tests were performed to analyze differences between the negative and positive
distances within groups. There was a significant difference between negative and positive
distances for English talkers but not for Vietnamese talkers [English: t(16) = 2.166, p <
0.046; Vietnamese: t(16) = 0.741, p = 0.469].
In the /ӕ/ in ‘had’ condition, /ӕ/ was shifted on a continuum towards /ɛ/ in the negative
direction. The negative distance between /ӕ/ and /ԑ/ was 174.80 Hz for English talkers
and 147.22 Hz for Vietnamese talkers. An independent samples t-test found that the
negative distances between groups were not different [t(32) = 1.375, p = 0.179]. In the
common phonological space for Vietnamese talkers (Figure 20), Vietnamese /ʌ/ in ‘cân’
is close to English /ɛ/. A negative shift for English /ӕ/ may have approached the
Vietnamese /ʌ/ category in Vietnamese talkers. The distance between English /ӕ/ and
Vietnamese /ʌ/ was 132.61 Hz in Vietnamese talkers. An independent samples t-test
found that the distance from English /ӕ/ towards English /ɛ/ and towards Vietnamese /ʌ/
was not different [t(32) = 0.453, p = 0.653]. During the positive shift, /ӕ/ was shifted by
+200 Hz. For the English talkers, /ӕ/ is a point vowel in their vowel space; as a result, a
shift of +200 Hz would not approach another vowel category (see Figure 16). For the
Vietnamese talkers, /ӕ/ was shifted towards Vietnamese /a/; this distance was 59.67 Hz
(Figure 20). A paired t-test found the negative distance to the nearest neighbouring vowel
was greater than the positive distance [t(16) = 6.549, p < 0.001] in Vietnamese talkers.

3.1.3

Common phonological space (CPS)

In the CPS for Vietnamese talkers (Figure 20), interaction of English and Vietnamese
vowels may occur. Comparisons of F1 and F2 of English and Vietnamese vowels, where
they overlapped in the CPS (Figure 20) were completed to determine if an English and a
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Figure 20: Common phonological space for female Vietnamese talkers (n=17).
Highlighted red vowels are the manipulated English vowels /ɪ/in ‘hid’ and /ӕ/ in ‘had’
and blue vowel is the manipulated Vietnamese vowel /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’. The center of each
ellipse represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and dashed ellipses
represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.
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Vietnamese vowel category were similar. PCA (Flege, 1995) may have occurred if an
English vowel and a Vietnamese vowel had similar F1 and F2 values (Figure 21). Paired
t-tests were used to determine if F1 and F2 values of the English and Vietnamese vowel
categories were similar. F1 and F2 values for Vietnamese /i/ as ‘đi’ and English /e/ in
‘hayed’ were not different [F1: t(16) = -1.746, p = 0.100; F2: t(16) = 0.221, p = 0.828].
F1 and F2 values for Vietnamese /ʌ/ in ‘cân’ and English /ɛ/ in ‘head’ were similar [F1:
t(16) = -0.549, p = 0.591; F2: t(16) = 0.324, p = 0.750].

3.1 Speech perception results
3.1.1

F1 Discrimination threshold

The average F1 discrimination thresholds for English and Vietnamese talkers were 28.33
Hz (SD: 5.00 Hz) and 32.90 Hz (SD: 11.72 Hz), respectively. Using an independent
samples t-test these thresholds did not differ statistically [t(40) = -1.644, p = 0.108].

3.1.2

Vowel goodness ratings and category bounds

Group average vowel goodness ratings (Figure 22) indicated that the Vietnamese group
gave lower ratings than the English group [Independent samples t-test: t(20) = 4.922, p <
0.038]. Overall for both groups, higher vowel goodness ratings were given to sounds with
small F1 changes, whereas, lower vowel goodness ratings were given to sounds with
large F1 changes. The vowel /ɪ/ category bound towards /ɛ/ was determined by fitting a
sigmoid function to the goodness data and then determining the shift size where the
sigmoid achieved half its height for each participant. The group average category bounds
for /ɪ/ on a continuum towards /ε/ were determined to be 83.57 Hz (SD: 11.13 Hz) for
English talkers and 81.88 Hz (SD: 24.50 Hz) for Vietnamese talkers (Figure 22). An
independent samples t-test found these category bounds did not differ statistically
[t(27.916) = 0.287, p = 0.776].
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Figure 21: Phonetic category assimilation in the common phonological space for
female Vietnamese talkers (n=17).
Black represents English vowels. Grey represents Vietnamese vowels. Green represents
vowels likely to have experienced phonetic category assimilation. The center of each
ellipse represents the mean F1 and F2 frequencies. The solid and dashed ellipses
represent one and two standard deviations, respectively.
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Figure 22: Mean vowel goodness ratings.
Black diamonds represent English talkers. Grey squares represent Vietnamese talkers.
Arrows indicate location of vowel category bounds.
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3.1 Compensation comparisons
Individuals vary in their absolute F1 for a given vowel. Therefore F1 productions were
normalized to allow comparison across individuals. For each individual, the change in F1
production was normalized by subtracting the average F1 of the Baseline phase from the
average F1 of each step (6 utterances per step) in the Ramp phase or the 19 utterances
from the Hold phase. In the following ANOVA analyses, absolute values of the
normalized data from each participant were used because of the different signs of the
positive and negative feedback shifts. For the repeated measures ANOVA analyses,
within-subject factors were shift size (20, 40, 60, ...200 Hz) and direction (positive and
negative), and the between-subject factor was group (Vietnamese and English talkers).
Max and Onghena (1999) reported that the sphericity assumption in repeated measures
ANOVA are usually violated and even if the data passes the spehericity test, sphericity
assumed values should not be reported. As a result, Greenhouse-Geisser (Greenhouse &
Geisser, 1959) values were reported in the current study. ANOVA analyses were
performed to determine the effects of direction and shift size. In the ANOVA analyses,
differences between groups were not likely to be shown because utterances during the
Baseline, Ramp, and Hold phases were averaged across trials into one mean value per
phase or Ramp step. As a result, an increase of variance would occur in the ANOVA
data, which may have diluted group differences and the ANOVA analyses may have
difficulties evaluating significant group differences. Instead, a Sign test was used to
evaluate group differences for compensation of English vowels /ɪ/ and /ӕ/. For each
group, a set of average utterances were calculated across participants, where each
utterance was an average of all the participants. The number of average utterances where
one group’s compensation exceeded the other was calculated from speech compensation
threshold to the end of the Ramp phase for the Sign test. This was repeatedly separately
for the Hold phase. Group speech compensation threshold was defined as the point in the
Ramp phase when the average change in F1 production was two standard deviations from
average Baseline for each group (refer to ++ symbols in Figures 23, 24 and 25).
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Figure 23: Average normalized F1 results for English /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ across trials for
English and Vietnamese speakers.
A) Negative condition B) Positive condition. Ramp steps (±20, ±40 … ±200) indicate
averaged utterances for each shift size. Black represents English talkers. Grey represents
Vietnamese talkers. Error bars represent one standard deviation. ++ represents speech
compensation threshold. ** represents significant difference between groups.
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Figure 24: Average normalized F1 results for English /ӕ/ in ‘had’ across trials for
English and Vietnamese talkers.
A) Negative condition B) Positive condition. Ramp steps (±20, ±40 … ±200) indicate
averaged utterances for each shift size Black represents English talkers. Grey represents
Vietnamese talkers. Error bars represent one standard deviation. ++ represents speech
compensation threshold. ** represents significant difference between groups.
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Figure 25: Average normalized F1 results for Vietnamese /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’ across trials
for Vietnamese speakers.
A) Negative condition B) Positive condition. Ramp steps (±20, ±40 … ±200) indicate
averaged utterances for each shift size Error bars represent one standard deviation. ++
represents speech compensation threshold.
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3.1.1

Speech compensation for English /ɪ/ in ‘hid’

The results for the F1-negative condition for the English vowel /ɪ/ are plotted in Figure
23A. The results for the F1-positive condition for English /ɪ/ are plotted in Figure 23B.
Differences in the magnitudes of compensations between the negative and positive shifts
were observed. Talkers compensated more in the positive shift than in the negative shift
(ANOVA; F[1,40] = 6.604, p < 0.014, η2 = 0.142 ). Group differences were observed
only in the negative shift during the Ramp phase, where Vietnamese talkers compensated
more than English talkers (Sign test; Z = -3.753, p < 0.0002). During the Hold phase,
where the F1 shift was held constant at ± 200 Hz, the two groups did not differ in their
compensation (Sign test; positive shift: Z = 1.842, p = 0.359; negative shift: Z = -0.688, p
= 0.648). Group speech compensation thresholds were found to be the same for English
and Vietnamese talkers. The speech compensation threshold was at ±60 Hz F1
manipulation during the Ramp phase for both shift conditions.

3.1.2

Speech compensation for English /ӕ/ in ‘had’

The results for the F1-negative condition for the English vowel /ӕ/ are plotted in Figure
24A. The results for the F1-positive condition for English /ӕ/ are plotted in Figure 24B.
Differences in the magnitudes of compensations between the negative and positive shifts
were observed. Talkers compensated more in the negative shift than in the positive shift
(ANOVA; F[1,40] = 6.116, p < 0.018, η2 = 0.133 ). Group differences were observed
only in the positive shift during the Ramp phase, English talkers compensated more than
Vietnamese talkers (Sign test; Z = -4.000, p < 0.0002). During the Hold phase, in which
the F1 shift was held constant at ± 200 Hz, group differences were observed only in the
positive shift, where English talkers compensated more than Vietnamese talkers (Sign
test; Z = -2.982, p < 0.004). Group speech compensation thresholds were found to be the
same for English and Vietnamese talkers. The speech compensation threshold was at ±60
Hz F1 manipulation during the Ramp phase for both shift conditions.
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3.1.3

Speech compensation for Vietnamese /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’

The Vietnamese talkers showed compensation when presented with altered auditory
feedback for the Vietnamese vowel /ɐ/. The results for the F1-negative and positive
conditions for Vietnamese /ɐ/ are plotted in Figure 25A and 25B respectively. An
asymmetry of compensation occurred, in which the positive shift had greater
compensation than the negative shift (ANOVA; F[1,20] = 5.683, p < 0.027, η2 = 0.221).
Speech compensation threshold for the negative shift was at -80 Hz during F1
manipulation and for the positive condition it was at 100 Hz.

3.1.4

General patterns in speech compensations for English /ɪ, ӕ/
in ‘hid, had’ and Vietnamese /ɐ/ in ‘tăm’

All experimental conditions showed a significant effect for shift size, in which an
increase of shift size resulted in greater compensation (ANOVA; /ɪ/: F[3.256, 130.224] =
27.809, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.410 ; /ӕ/: F[4.727,189.094] = 22.667, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.362; /ɐ/:
F[5.096,101.924] = 14.391, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.418).
Previous studies, such as MacDonald et al. (2010, 2011) have performed correlations
with vowel distances and magnitude of speech compensations. These correlations were
also replicated in the present study. Correlations between vowel distances (see sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2) and magnitude of speech compensation did not find significant effects
for any vowel conditions, except for Vietnamese talkers with /ɪ/-positive [Pearson; r(15)
= -0.513, p < 0.035].

3.2

Interactions between perception and production

It was predicted that the F1 discrimination threshold and vowel goodness may be related
to compensation results in altered auditory feedback. Comparisons across perceptual
measures and speech compensation thresholds were completed to determine if these
measures were similar or different. Data analyses reported above found that English and
Vietnamese talkers did not differ in their F1 discrimination threshold, vowel category
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bounds, and speech compensation thresholds; therefore the English and Vietnamese
talkers were treated as one group. Multiple paired t-tests were performed to compare F1
discrimination, vowel category bounds, and speech compensation thresholds. A paired ttest found that the F1 discrimination threshold and vowel category bound were
significantly different [t(21) = -15.771, p < 0.001], in which the F1 discrimination
threshold was smaller. This suggested that F1 discrimination threshold and vowel
category bounds may be related to speech compensation differently. Therefore, paired ttests between F1 discrimination threshold or vowel category bounds and speech
compensation threshold were performed. F1 discrimination and speech compensation
thresholds for each participant were significantly different [t(21) = -6.190, p < 0.001]. In
contrast, the vowel category bound and speech compensation threshold for each
participant did not differ statistically [t(21) = -1.701, p = 0.104]. This result suggested
that the vowel goodness ratings for each different /ɪ/-like sound and the magnitude of
speech compensation at each Ramp step may have a relationship.
Corresponding speech compensation values for each step during the Ramp phase of /ɪ/
during the positive shift were correlated with vowel goodness ratings for each group
(Figure 26). Vietnamese and English talkers were treated as separate groups because they
significantly differed in their vowel goodness ratings (see section 3.2.2). Pearson
correlations found the linear relationship between speech compensation and vowel
goodness ratings to be robust and significant [English: r(9) = 0.940, p < 0.001;
Vietnamese: r(9) = 0.989, p < 0.001]. Overall, high goodness ratings corresponded to low
compensations, and lower goodness ratings corresponded to greater speech
compensations.
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Figure 26: Relationship between vowel goodness ratings and speech compensation
for /ɪ/ in ‘hid’ on a continuum towards /ɛ/ in ‘head’.
Black diamonds represent English talkers. Grey squares represent Vietnamese talkers.
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Chapter 4

4

Discussion

The purpose of the current study was to examine mechanisms underlying the use of
auditory feedback in the control of speech production. The approach used here was to
elicit compensatory speech production responses to altered auditory feedback in native
talkers of English and Vietnamese. If native language plays a role in how auditory
feedback is used then differences in compensation would be expected between the two
groups. Both groups performed psychoacoustic listening tasks to determine whether they
had perceptual differences. Talkers produced vowels from across the English vowel space
to evaluate production differences. Both groups of talkers were given perturbations in
feedback where F1 of English vowels /ɪ/ and /ӕ/ were increased or decreased to
investigate whether they made different use of auditory feedback. The following sections
will discuss the results and relate them to what is previously known from the literature.

4.1 Vowel productions
The Vietnamese talkers reported that they are fluent in English, and that English is
presently their dominant language. They are fluent and dominant in English because their
environments, such as school, may demand high English use. Vietnamese talkers also
reported that they mainly use Vietnamese when they are speaking to family. This is
congruent with language dominance research by Grosjean (1982, 1989, 1997) and studies
by Flege and colleagues (Flege, 2002; Flege et al., 1995ab; Yeni-Komshian et al., 2000)
where they reported that early bilinguals are dominant in their L2 because of high-use of
L2 in their daily surroundings.
Even though the Vietnamese talkers are English dominant, the influence of L1
Vietnamese on L2 English was evident. Productions of the English vowels across the
vowel space were similar between the two groups, except for /u/, in which Vietnamese
talkers had a higher F1 than English talkers. Vietnamese talkers gave slightly lower
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ratings to the different exemplars of /ɪ/-positive during the vowel goodness test in
comparison to English talkers. As well, group differences occurred in some of the
conditions during altered auditory feedback, such as /ӕ/-positive and /ɪ/-negative. These
results are consistent with other language acquisition research where it is suggested that
L1 and L2 may interfere and interact with each other, leading to differences in bilingual
and monolingual speakers (Grosjean, 1982, 1989, 19997; Flege, 1995, 2002; YeniKomshian et al., 2000). This suggests that there may always be differences between
fluent L2 English speakers and L1 English speakers.
Interactions of L1 Vietnamese and L2 English phonemes may have occurred within the
CPS of the Vietnamese bilingual talkers. The analysis of F1 and F2 between English and
Vietnamese vowels found that Vietnamese /i/ and English /e/, as well, Vietnamese /ʌ/ and
English /ԑ/ were similar (see Figure 21). This suggest that PCA (Flege, 1995) may have
occurred between these two sets of vowels. It may be possible that the Vietnamese talkers
were using their L1 category of /i/ and /ʌ/ to produce and perceive English /e/ and /ԑ/
sounds, respectively. In contrast, the analysis found that English and Vietnamese differed
in their production of English /u/. This suggested that the English /u/ category in
Vietnamese talkers may have interacted with a Vietnamese vowel category, Vietnamese
/u/. To maintain two distinct categories, English /u/ and Vietnamese /u/ in the bilingual
talkers may have deflected away from each other, leading to differences in the production
of English /u/ in comparison to English monolinguals. This suggests that PCD (Flege,
1995) may have occurred. These results support Grosjean’s theory of cross-language
interference (see section 1.3.3.1; 1982, 1989, 1997), in which he states that bilinguals and
monolinguals would always be different from each other. These findings are suggestive
and other future experiments are needed to determine the presence of PCA, PCD, and
cross-language interference in Vietnamese bilingual talkers.

4.2

Factors underlying auditory feedback

Speech compensation occurred in Vietnamese talkers for Vietnamese vowel /ɐ/ during
altered auditory feedback. Speech compensation opposed the F1 manipulation, greater
compensation occurred with increasing F1 shift size, and compensation was smaller than
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the F1 manipulation. These trends were similar to other pitch and formant-manipulated
studies with English talkers (Jones & Munhall, 2000; MacDonald et al.,2010; Munhall et
al., 2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a) and other cross-language studies, such as Mandarin
(Jones & Munhall, 2002) and Japanese (Mitsuya et al., 2011). Other speech compensation
results from English and Vietnamese talkers for English vowels /ɪ, ӕ/ from the current
study also had an effect of shift size and compensations in the opposite direction of the
F1 manipulation. This suggests that compensation to altered auditory feedback may be
universal across languages, where talkers tend to compensate for formant errors in the
opposite direction.
Two factors were evaluated that may play a role in the use of auditory feedback in the
correction of speech production. The first is the NRV perspective (Polka & Bohn, 2003)
in which shifts towards peripheral vowels may be easier to discriminate and thus tend to
elicit larger responses to feedback manipulation. The second is differences in the weight
of auditory cues and somatosensory cues, which may be based on vowel location. If
feedback manipulation is outside the vowel space, robust somatosensory cues may be
weighed more heavily, eliciting smaller compensations. The following will discuss where
these mechanisms may have been invoked in the present study.

4.2.1

Natural Referent Vowel (NRV) perspective

Vietnamese talkers had an asymmetry in compensation for Vietnamese /ɐ/, in which the
magnitude of compensation was greater in the positive shift than in the negative shift.
The location of /ɐ/ in the Vietnamese talkers’ CPS may have influenced this asymmetry
through the NRV effect. The negative shift of /ɐ/ moved the feedback towards the central
area of the CPS and away from the peripheral vowel /a/ (see Figure 20). However, in the
positive shift, the feedback was towards the peripheral vowel /a/. The NRV perspective
would suggest that changes in the feedback would be more salient in the positive shift
than in the negative shift, which corresponded with greater compensation. The study by
Mitsuya et al. (2011) also suggested an influence of the NRV in Japanese talkers. They
reported that in the positive-shift condition, where the feedback was being shifted away
from a peripheral vowel in Japanese talkers, there were smaller compensations. As well,
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an influence of NRV may have occurred in other formant-manipulated studies that have
used /ԑ/, a central vowel (MacDonald et al., 2010; Mitsuya et al., 2011; Munhall et al.,
2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a). These studies found symmetrical compensations in the
negative and positive shifts. Both shift directions were towards functionally more
peripheral reference vowels /ɪ/ and /ӕ/ (Mitsuya, et al., 2011). Polka and Bohn (2003)
suggested that changes toward the periphery of CPS were more salient because vowels in
the periphery area may be more frequent, familiar, intense and information rich. As well
the periphery vowels are located at the limits of the articulatory/acoustic space of F1 and
F2. Because they are at the limits, studies have found that there were less acoustic
overlap of point vowels with another vowel category (Polka and Bohn, 2003) and there
were lower confusion rates than other central vowels (Peterson & Barney, 1952). Further
investigation is needed to determine the influence of NRV on compensation, in which
direction of shift based on vowel location may influence the saliency of feedback errors.

4.2.2

Vowel space boundaries

There were differences in speech compensation between groups for manipulation of
vowel /ӕ/ in the positive shift direction. English talkers compensated more than
Vietnamese talkers for both the Ramp and Hold phases of this shift direction. The
location of /ӕ/ in the English vowel space and in the Vietnamese CPS may have affected
these compensation results. In the English vowel space (see Figure 16A), /ӕ/ is a point
vowel; a shift in the negative direction would be within the vowel space, but a shift in the
positive direction would be outside the vowel space. In contrast, a shift in the negative
and positive direction would have been within the Vietnamese CPS (see Figure 20). The
NRV perspective predicted that Vietnamese talkers would compensate more than English
talkers in /ӕ/-positive, because English /ӕ/ was perturbed towards Vietnamese /a/, a
peripheral vowel; however, this did not occur. This suggest that the NRV is only
applicable for specific phonemes within a language or that the English talkers were more
strongly influenced by the shift outside their vowel space.
Asymmetries in compensation between the negative and positive shifts of English /ɪ/ and
/ӕ/ occurred in the present study for both groups. In English /ɪ/, there was less
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compensation in the negative condition; whereas, English /ӕ/ had less compensation in
the positive condition. In these conditions, the feedback shifts were towards the extremes
of the English vowel space. Previous studies have found that when the feedback
perturbation was towards the extremes of the vowel space, less compensation occurred
(Mitsuya, et al., 2011; Purcell et al., 2011). This asymmetry in compensation when
perturbed within and outside the vowel space may be influenced by how the system
weighs somatosensory and auditory feedback. When the perturbation is outside the vowel
space, the system may rely more strongly on somatosensory cues than auditory cues
(MacDonald et al., 2010; Purcell et al., 2011). The system may expect that when an
auditory signal is valid, that robust somatosensory feedback would be present. However,
these auditory feedback perturbations of 200 Hz towards the extremes of the English
vowel space may be treated as unnatural since the somatosensory cues were
unmanipulated and therefore contradictory. The system may have reduced the weight of
the auditory cues in the control of speech production relative to the more central shifts.
These results suggest that the system may weigh feedback cues based on the vowel
location.
Results from the current study suggest an importance of vowel location within the
talkers’ vowel space for speech compensation in perturbed auditory feedback. Two
mechanisms involving vowel location were considered given the current results: the
NRV perspective and the balance of somatosensory and auditory cues. Future studies
would need to be designed to tease apart the relative contributions (if any) from these two
mechanisms. An additional interesting result came forth, during which in the negative
shift for English /ɪ/ in the Ramp phase, Vietnamese talkers compensated more than
English talkers; however, in the Hold phase, the two groups did not differ. This suggests
that the Vietnamese talkers’ system is reacting differently to the dynamic manipulation
than the English talkers’ system. Further investigation is needed to explore these complex
results.
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4.3

Perceptual measures

The auditory feedback system may be responding to changes in F1 that are substantially
greater than the F1 discrimination threshold. Talkers’ normal productions of vowels vary
(Munhall et al., 2009) and as a result the system may not micro-manage errors in
production, if these errors are within an acceptable range. Purcell and Munhall (2006b)
found that the F1 speech compensation threshold was approximately two-to-three
standard deviations beyond the mean of normal F1 productions. It appears that the system
expects variability in production and will only correct for errors when production is
substantially different. This may explain why the talkers’ did not start to compensate at
the F1 discrimination threshold but at a later point during feedback manipulation.
Another possible reason to explain the differences between the thresholds is that the
thresholds are two different measures. The 2AFC test is a psychoacoustic test during
which the participant is listening to differences. In contrast, the feedback control system
is both listening and reacting to differences in speech production as the person is talking.
The F1 discrimination threshold does not directly inform us about the threshold at which
the system begins to correct for speech errors, but rather provides a lower bound for
errors in the frequencies of the vowel category.
Production variability of a vowel, such as “hid”, differs between speakers. Individuals are
able to perceive this variability as one vowel category. However, certain exemplars are
perceived to be better prototypes. The vowel goodness test was used to categorize the
variability of “hid” on a continuum towards /ԑ/ between a prototype and non-prototype.
Results from the vowel goodness ratings test indicated that the Vietnamese bilingual
talkers gave lower goodness ratings to the various exemplars of “hid” than the English
monolingual talkers. The Vietnamese bilingual talkers may have given lower ratings
because L2 learners may emphasize and prefer the prototypical version of a vowel
category. As a result, other versions of the vowel that is not prototypical would be
considered a little less good. Despite these group differences, a common pattern occurred
in which English and Vietnamese talkers gave higher ratings to /ɪ/-like sounds with small
F1 changes and lower ratings to /ɪ/-like sounds with large F1 changes. The relationship
between different /ɪ/-like sounds and vowel goodness ratings was non-linear (see Figure
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22). This suggests that the perception of a bad and good sound of “hid” was categorical,
where the different exemplars were perceived as either “good” or “bad”. The threshold
between a prototypical and non-prototypical version of “hid”, also known as the vowel
category bound, was calculated to be 80 Hz. These findings were similar to studies by
Kuhl and colleagues. Kuhl (1991) found that prototypical /i/-like sounds had higher
goodness ratings and non-prototypical /i/-like sounds had low goodness ratings across
participants. This shows that the exemplars in a vowel category are not all perceptually
equal. The similarities between talkers of different language backgrounds suggest that
representations of vowel categories are consistent across individuals, where individuals
perceive exemplars within a vowel category similarly despite language background
differences.

4.4

Links between production and perception

The auditory feedback system is able to correct for small errors above the F1
discrimination threshold. However, significant compensations occurred at the
compensation threshold, the limit of normal production variability. Results found the
compensation threshold numerically approached the perceptual vowel category bound
and did not differ from it statistically. The perceptual vowel category bound is the limit of
normal variability for a good exemplar. Within a vowel category, different exemplars of
/ɪ/ were given different vowel goodness ratings and these corresponded to differences in
the magnitude of compensation. Before the vowel category bound, /ɪ/-like exemplars
were given high goodness ratings and had numerically small compensations that occurred
in the opposite direction of the F1 manipulation (see Figure 26). This showed that the
system detected a change in F1 feedback that was different from the prototype and
responded with numerically small compensations. However, a significant change in
compensation occurred when F1 manipulation was close to the vowel category bound.
Significant speech compensations occurred when the feedback error was similar to those
of non-prototypical /ɪ/-like sounds. If the feedback does not sound like the intended
vowel, the system may be less tolerant of incongruence between feedback and
production, leading to greater compensations. Even though the auditory system was able
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to detect changes in F1 of 30 Hz (the F1 discrimination threshold), these sounds may
have been categorized as good variants of “hid”. This may explain why significant speech
compensation did not start at the F1 discrimination threshold because the error at 30 Hz
shift may have been processed as good feedback for the /ɪ/-category. Therefore, there
seems to be a relationship between the limits of normal production variability and the
perceptual vowel category bounds. Further investigation is needed to explore the
influence of vowel category bounds on speech compensation in altered auditory
feedback.
Furthermore, similarities and differences between Vietnamese and English talkers in
speech compensation may have been dependent on how their systems processed the F1
manipulation. Vietnamese and English talkers had similar compensations at each step
during the Ramp phase for /ɪ/-positive and both groups had a speech compensation
threshold of 60 Hz. Perceptual results found that Vietnamese and English talkers
categorized the different exemplars of /ɪ/-positive similarly (albeit shifted slightly). As
well, the F1 discrimination thresholds and vowel category bounds were not significantly
different between the two groups. This suggests that compensation between the groups
during /ɪ/-positive was similar because their systems processed the F1 manipulations in a
similar manner. Speech compensation during the Ramp phase in /ӕ/-negative also did not
find group differences. Results from /ɪ/-positive suggest that the two groups also
processed the /ӕ/-negative F1 manipulations in a similar manner. In contrast, /ɪ/-negative
and /ӕ/-positive had group differences in compensation during the Ramp phase. Perhaps
the two groups processed the F1 manipulations in a different manner, possibly due to
local differences in their phonological spaces. For instance, as discussed above, /ӕ/positive was shifted outside the English vowel space, whereas the manipulation remained
inside the CPS of the Vietnamese talkers, potentially leading to group differences in
compensation. Since the perceptual tasks were limited only to /ɪ/-positive, further
perceptual tasks are needed on other vowel conditions to determine the relationship
between speech compensation and how F1 perturbations are processed by the system.
The feedback system may be more sensitive to the intended vowel category and less
sensitive to other neighbouring categories. Results from the present study found negative
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and positive distances to neighbouring vowel categories of the manipulated vowels were
different. For instance, the nearest vowel category in the negative direction for /ɪ/ was
greater than in the positive direction. Correspondingly, the positive shift condition for /ɪ/
had greater compensation than the negative condition. This may have suggested that
density of the vowel space influences compensation results, where smaller distances
would result in greater compensation. However, the correlations between distances of
adjacent vowel categories and magnitude of compensation were not significant. This is
consistent with studies by MacDonald et al. (2010, 2011) who suggested that
neighbouring vowel categories do not influence compensation results. Instead, the
feedback system may be attuned to the intended vowel category only, where significant
compensation onset occurs near the respective vowel category bound. For instance,
during altered auditory feedback, /ɪ/ was shifted by 200 Hz in the positive direction into
the /ԑ/ category, where the feedback would have sounded like “head”. The system may
not have processed the feedback as belonging to the /ԑ/ category, but rather as an error
within the /ɪ/ category. The phonological mediation of auditory feedback may be
sensitive to variability within a specific category and not to the interactions between
categories. Further investigations are needed to determine the sensitivity of the auditory
feedback to within category variability.

4.5

Concluding remarks, limitations and future work

In summary, the purpose of the study was to examine the underlying mechanisms of the
auditory feedback system using Vietnamese and English talkers in response to feedback
perturbations. Participants consisted of native Vietnamese speakers with ESL and English
monolingual speakers. F1 discrimination thresholds, vowel goodness ratings, vowel
category bounds, vowel spaces, and speech compensations during altered auditory
feedback were collected from all participants. Similarities between the Vietnamese
bilinguals and English monolinguals in perceptual measures, vowel space plots, and some
speech compensation results confirm the Vietnamese talkers self-report of extensive
English experience. Speech compensation during perturbed auditory feedback occurred in
English and Vietnamese vowels suggesting that the underlying mechanisms are universal.
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Despite these similarities, there were differences in speech compensation for some vowel
conditions, which may have occurred because of difference in the target vowel location in
each group’s vowel space. Location in the vowel space may dictate the weight of
different feedback cues that the system may use to detect errors. The results suggest that
when F1 was perturbed within the vowel space, the system may rely on auditory cues and
compensate more. In contrast, when it was perturbed outside the vowel space,
somatosensory cues may be more heavily used leading to less compensation. For middle
vowels, if the feedback is shifted towards a peripheral vowel, compensation might be
greater because changes in feedback are more salient, as described by the NRV
perspective. Speech compensation may also be influenced by the boundaries of normal
production and category bound of a target vowel. Significant compensation may occur
when the system detects production variability that is atypical and when the feedback is
non-prototypical to its intended category. Overall, results from the current study suggest
that the feedback system is sensitive to formant frequency changes and these may have
underlying phonological mediations.
There are several limitations that can be attributed to the current study that may have
influenced the results. One limitation could be participant sampling. Vietnamese talkers
used in the study were a mixture of the three dialects: Northern, Central, and Southern.
Even though speech compensation results were normalized, dialect issues may have
arisen. Another limitation of the study could be that the perceptual tests were only
conducted for /ɪ/-positive. Perceptual measures were only conducted on one vowel
condition because of time limitations and concern for participant fatigue. As a result,
implications on speech production and perception may be specific to /ɪ/-positive.
Future research should focus on exploring altered auditory feedback with other vowels
and languages. The current study was limited to two English vowels and one Vietnamese
vowel. Future research should compare other English and Vietnamese vowels. For
instance, the vowel space analysis found that English /ԑ/ and Vietnamese /ʌ/ had similar
F1 and F2 values and English /u/ was produced differently by English and Vietnamese
speakers. It would be interesting to perform altered auditory feedback with these three
vowels. Comparisons with others languages, such as Mandarin could also be done. It
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would be interesting to extend the work on pitch-shifted auditory feedback in Mandarin
(Jones & Munhall, 2002; Xu, Larson, Bauer, & Hain, 2004) to formant-shifted auditory
feedback experiments. In addition, future studies should include perceptual measures for
all vowel conditions and using stimuli that are more ecologically valid. For example,
during the 2AFC test, stimuli may use samples from the talkers’ own voice.
Research using altered auditory feedback may offer insight on how the brain regulates
speech production and how it detects and corrects for speech errors. Reactions to speech
errors by the system occur unconsciously and automatically. Further research is needed to
understand how the system reacts to errors in auditory feedback and how the system uses
feedback cues to detect errors. This understanding may benefit individuals who are
learning languages, hearing-impaired, and/or those with speech disorders. Language
teachers, therapists, and others could teach these individuals how to attend most
effectively to their own voice and be conscious of the errors in their pronunciations.
Research using altered auditory feedback may lead to benefits in language fluency,
proficiency, and rehabilitation.
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Appendix C: English reading passages
1) The grandfather passage (Watt, 2006)
You wished to know all about my grandfather. Well, he is nearly ninety-three
years old; he dresses himself in an ancient black frock coat, usually minus several
buttons; yet he still thinks as swiftly as ever. A long, flowing beard clings to his
chin, giving those who observe him a pronounced feeling of the utmost respect.
When he speaks, his voice is just a bit cracked and quivers a trifle. Twice each
day he plays skilfully and with zest upon our small organ. Except in the winter
when the ooze or snow or ice prevents, he slowly takes a short walk in the open
air each day. We have often urged him to walk more and smoke less, but he
always answers, “Banana oil!” Grandfather likes to be modern in his language.
2) The North Wind and the Sun (Watt, 2006)
The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger, when a
traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak. They agreed that the one who first
succeeded in making the traveller take his cloak off should be considered stronger
than the other. Then the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he
blew the more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him, and at last the
North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shone out warmly, and
immediately the traveller took off his cloak. And so the North Wind was obliged
to confess that the Sun was the stronger of the two.
3) The Rainbow Passage (Watt, 2006)
When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they act as a prism and form a
rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white light into many beautiful colours.
These take the shape of a long round arch, with its path high above, and its two
ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is, according to legend, a boiling pot
of gold at one end. People look, but no one ever finds it. When a man looks for
something beyond his reach, his friends say he is looking for the pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow. Throughout the centuries people have explained the rainbow
in various ways. Some have accepted it as a miracle without physical explanation.
To the Hebrews it was a token that there would be no more universal floods. The
Greeks used to imagine that it was a sign from the gods to foretell war or heavy
rain. The Norsemen considered the rainbow as a bridge over which the gods
passed from earth to their home in the sky. Others have tried to explain the
phenomenon physically. Aristotle thought that the rainbow was caused by
reflection of the sun's rays by the rain. Since then physicists have found that it is
not reflection, but refraction by the raindrops which causes the rainbows. Many
complicated ideas about the rainbow have been formed. The difference in the
rainbow depends considerably upon the size of the drops, and the width of the
colored band increases as the size of the drops increases. The actual primary
rainbow observed is said to be the effect of super-imposition of a number of
bows. If the red of the second bow falls upon the green of the first, the result is to
give a bow with an abnormally wide yellow band, since red and green light when
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mixed form yellow. This is a very common type of bow, one showing mainly red
and yellow, with little or no green or blue.
4) Arthur the Rat (Watt, 2006)
Once upon a time there was a rat who couldn't make up his mind. Whenever the
other rats asked him if he would like to come out hunting with them, he would
answer in a hoarse voice, "I don't know." And when they said, "Would you rather
stay inside?" he wouldn't say yes, or no either. He'd always shirk making a choice.
One fine day his aunt Josephine said to him, "Now look here! No one will ever
care for you if you carry on like this. You have no more mind of your own than a
greasy old blade of grass!" The young rat coughed and looked wise, as usual, but
said nothing
"Don't you think so?" said his aunt stamping with her foot, for she couldn't bear to
see the young rat so coldblooded.
"I don't know," was all he ever answered, and then he'd walk off to think for an
hour or more, whether he would stay in his hole in the ground or go out into the
loft.
One night the rats heard a loud noise in the loft. It was a very dreary old place.
The roof let the rain come washing in, the beams and rafters had all rotted
through, so that the whole thing was quite unsafe.
At last one of the joists gave way, and the beams fell with one edge on the floor.
The walls shook, and the cupola fell off, and all the rats' hair stood on end with
fear and horror.
5) English text passage from OT-APST (Cooke, n.d.):
Movie and art give pleasure to all age groups. People
from all over the world dance to the feel of
the music. You can learn about the music and art of a culture from
the people and by reading books. Children sing together from a young age
and move to the rhythm. Parents will sit
and watch the children play. The study of music improves school
success. The school band has students with many skills
and much talent. Listen to the band. Clap your hands and tap
your feet. The crowd will cheer in support. Art galleries
and enjoy the beauty of colour. Music is the food of the soul
and art is the wine.
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Appendix D: Vietnamese reading passages
1) The North Wind and the Sun (Bradlow, 2010)

2) Vietnamese text passage from OT-APST (Cooke, n.d.)
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